Silent Weapons for a ’Quiet War’
Hearing is believing – are you ready to listen?
We kindly ask you to study this document and really listen to the deeper meaning
and many things become obvious. This document reveals things many people are
not aware of because the sound is silent and therefore difficult to grasp.
On page 2 you find a brainwave model and on page 3 and onwards you find part
of the official document ”Silent Weapons for a Quiet War” translated into a possible meaning ascending to a higher perspective of understanding.
Please watch the two interviews with the Swedish professor Olle Johansson and
the German doctor Doepp with this document in remembrance.
Find the two interviews directly on the Youtube channel by clicking here >>
or by visiting the website of THE HUMAN PROJECT here >>
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The Human Project calls on full attention NOW!
The document you are being presented with below is perverse in the sense that it
describes a reality that some ”human beings” off track have manipulated humanity with for mange decades.
The Human Project has sensed this strongly since 1991 where many relations
between people started to be very peculiar as it some out side force were directing or controlling them. We have observed how people have lost their energy
and their power to stand up and decide for them selves and more and more have
become ”sheep” or good consumers just consuming without any purpose in Life.
This document and the ”translation” of The Human Project is a big mouthful but it
is very easy to comprehend when you just take one step at a time and start to
reflect about what it really says. All fits together in a way that is no coincidende –
and we all know that there exist no coincidence – everything is in perfect order.
Our remarks, comments – the so-called ”translation” starts with a clear mark of
”The Human Project” and ends with ”!!!” so that there is no doubt about what is.
The document ”Silent Weapons for a Quiet War” was found by ”co-incidence” in
1986 or even before, and it goes back to 1954 which also happens to be the
year where the ”nice think-tank” Bilderberg Group was founded – this world just
happens to be full of ”coincidences” all the time :-)
The ”funny” thing about the document in depth and the part about DIVERSION
which we are going to translate below is that it describes exactly how humanity
and energy on all levels have been manipulated for decades. It does take a
Master’s degree in something to add 2+2 = 4 and so it is no matter what the
confusion of thought might lead it to. There are no arguements against the truth.

What you are aware of, you become conscious about!
The Human Project is here bringing Light to what is actually blocking the energy
of humanity and why many human beings are getting more and more stressed
and suffer from all sorts of psychological and emotional challenges these days.
Please be aware and become conscious about the content of this document...
Find more aspiration, videos and sign up to newsletter at www.bevolution.org
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From the original document:

DIVERSION, THE PRIMARY STRATEGY
Experience has proven that the simplest method of securing a silent weapon and
gaining control of the public is to keep the public undisciplined and ignorant of
basic systems principles on the one hand, while keeping them confused, disorganized, and distracted with matters of no real importance on the other hand.
This is achieved by:
(1) Disengaging their minds, sabotaging their mental activities, by providing a low
quality program of public education in mathematics, logic, systems design, and
economics, and by discouraging technical creativity.
(2) Engaging their emotions, increasing their self-indulgence and their indulgence
in emotional and physical activities, by:
(a) unrelenting emotional affrontations and attacks (mental and
emotional rape) by way of a constant barrage of sex, violence, and
wars in the media - especially the T.V. and the newspapers.
(b) giving them what they desire - in excess - "junk food for thought"
and depriving them of what they really need.
(3) Rewriting history and law and subjecting the public to the deviant creation,
thus being able to shift their thinking from personal needs to highly fabricated
outside priorities.
These preclude their interest in and discovery of the silent weapons of social
automation technology.
The general rule is that there is profit in confusion; the more confusion, the more
profit. Therefore, the best approach is to create problems and then offer the
solutions.
The Human Project: People have never before been so confused, disorganized
and distracted as today. The so-called societies of knowledge have misled people
into the world of ignorance. Very few seem to be knowing what is really going on.
Education works as indoctrination. The majority today suffer from disconnexion
syndrome and blockages in the energy system of the body.
We are being bombarded with terror, war, sex and porn on all channels. The
media is caught in a low energy state and therefore makes low level news and
messages that keep people the low energy state which equals fear, resistance
and all sorts of feelings founded in a low quality mind.
People are being misled and misinformed with information – today one thing and
tomorrow the opposite which rapes both the mind and feelings. People get
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caught in the intellect (the mental mind), the ego and the painbody which is being
nourished by all the hypnotic and fear generating information from the media.
Journalists and politicians are not evil by nature they simply just do not know what
they are actually doing, since they will have to face and meet their own actions
and lies very soon – they will learn when they are ready to step up. Forgive them.
Re-writing history in the best Orwell ”1984” style is obvious to anyone bothering
looking at reality. Look what seems to be the important issues today and ”funny”
enough that almost all people focus about and talk about – what about the real
issues and meaning of Life, e.g. Self-realization? No one really has time for that
any more. The history is being re-written exactly as in the novel ”1984”.
What are weapons of social automation technology? What do you think?
Well, in the end days back in Atlantis a control box was installed on people to
suppress them in a special mentality where they could be manipulated and easily
driven around as sheep. What is the control box of these end times we are experiencing right now? Yes, it is the mobile phones and actually the complete
wireless society which is manipulating and suppressing the higher connexion to
Spirit and intuition – what we really are. When we are being disconnected our
Spirit and Soul we cannot know ourselves anymore since we are very much cut
off from the aim of Life – Self-realization. In Atlantis they also put silicon chips in
people at the end – are we experiencing the same situation right now where they
are trying to marketing and create a lot of fear and ”nice explainations” why it is
so nice to have microchips in meat, animals, clothes and everything?
Profit, profit, profit...money makes the world go round and money is the root of
all evil – isn’t it time to make the world spin the other way around where money is
not a value and goal but just a means to create a better and happier world with
abundance for all? Just a question.
Order out of chaos seem to describe the creation of enormous confusion on all
levels and then deliver solutions to all the confusion. We see this on all levels of
society and especially where governments are involved – things are constantly
changing and enormous amounts of money are being diverted to space projects
and all sorts of perverted ideas of the so-called responsible. In Denmark when
entering the common market in 1973 the local authorities were split up into even
smaller units to secure democracy, etc. In 2007 they all went back to even
bigger units than ever before with no democracy at all – every time consuming a
huge amount of money and creating enormous confusion on all levels and no one
really knows what is going on since then enormous sums of money and decisions
can be taking without anyone understanding the real ”common purpose” of it and
what the consequences are.
Of course, now the EU is suddenly the solution to everything – but what about the
resistance since the very beginning back in Rome 1957? The EU is the long-term
agenda of the Bilderberg Group and it is just a step to an ever more sinister
union. The solution can be good enough but there have to be real human beings
running the ”show” since ethics, morality and conscience must be a high level!!!
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DIVERSION SUMMARY
MEDIA: Keep the adult public attention diverted away from the real social issues,
and captivated by matters of no real importance.
SCHOOLS: Keep the young public ignorant of real mathematics, real economics,
real law, and real history.
ENTERTAINMENT: Keep the public entertainment below a sixth grade level.
WORK: Keep the public busy, busy, busy, with no time to think; back on the farm
with the other animals.

The Human Project:

It is all very clear or?

Media: How many of the ”impulses” from the media can you actually for anything
positive in your Life? Are the impulses contributing to your further ascension and
personal development or enriching your Life in any way? The attention is constantly being diverted away from the real issues locally to things far away which you
have no chance of really knowing anything about and further more do anything
about and this keeps you in a state of powerlessness.
Schools: How come children and young people seem to become more and more
stupid day by day though they spend more time in schools – the so-called education system? Perhaps indoctrination is a better word since children are being
conditioned to what they must think – not HOW to think right and what thinking
actually means and includes. We ”teach” (indoctrinate) our children rather than
making them understand the basics of life, and what fear is and where it comes
from and how to deal with crisis, etc. Children and youngsters have especially
during the 1990ies become extremely disconnected from life and today mobile
phones, SMS, chatting, dating, being hooked to entertainment stuff on all channels seem to be the height of creativity for the majority.
Entertainment: In Danish the word entertainment means ”suppression” which
exactly describes ”the stupid Danes” as the Germans have called the Danes, but
it really describes it all in one word. Junk food for thought is exactly what is going
on big time and people just seem love these ”reality shows” where they can watch
the so-called Life and live their lives through this rather than exploring and experiencing it themselves. TV is probably the best hypnotist of the world today besides
of course the whole mobile telephone communcation system and other wireless
technologies and broadcasting systems (including HAARP) designed to manipulate
and control the frequencies of our brains so that we do not become too clever or
wake up too much since then we see through all the illusions. TV makes our brain
waves slow down and make us more vulnerable to be manipulated and actually
induced directly into the subconscious without ever knowing what happened – it is
difficult to describe but we see the result in the street and in the world – how come the majority is alike when they were supposed to be unique and individual
expressions? Because they more or less have been primed by the same ”reality
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shows” on the hypnotizing or ”stupid box”. Suppression and disconnexion big time.
Work: Sorry, I have not got time... No, I am busy... It is really interesting to see
how many people are reacting. Even when they are presented with hard core
evidence and almost people are dropping down around them due to content of
what they are being told, they still cannot see or or have time to think, since
there are som many things in the world. Exactly – mainly ignorant people repeating exactly the same stupid comments which they have been programmed to
from the television and media. This is the core of the case. People are for the
majority really busy doing nothing since it mostly adds up in entertainment
whether they like to hear the word or not. This planet does not take much to
transform into the most beautiful Paradise ever experienced but only when
peoplw become what they really are and re-connect to their Path and not the
perverse track of the manipulation and diversion strategy!!!
The document says of the ’quiet war’:
It shoots situations, instead of bullets; propelled by data processing, instead of
grains of gunpowder; from a computer, instead of a gun; operated by a computer
programmer, instead of a marksman; under the orders of a banking magnate,
instead of a military general. It makes no obvíous noises, causes no obvious
physical injuries, and does not obviously interfere with anyone’s daily social life.
The Human Project: Computers and numbers on a screen are ok when they
are benefitting or making Life easier. But when used for big time manipulation of
energy and diverting people from the real purpose of Life it is very sad – and this
is really a silent war against humanity!!!
Yet it makes an unmistakable ’noise’, causes unmistakable physical and mental
damage, and unmistakably interferes with daily social life, i.e., unmistakable to a
trained observer, one who knows what to look for. The public cannot comprehend
the weapon, and therefore cannot believe they are being attacked and subdued
by a weapon.
The Human Project:
This implicates more things since a computer is making
no really noise but it is manipulating people immensely by diverting their attention
to real issues of Life and enslaving them to the screen watching more or less important things that will not change the real Life for them. People have been disconnected big time by technology from themselves and from each other and it is
more difficult to meet on a regular basis today – the personal letters written by
the hand are converted to e-mails without the feeling and soul as a beatiful handwritten letter holds. The computers and technology were meant as a help that
should free people and give them more time for leisure, etc. What happened?
People and societies have been diverted and transformed for a ”common purpose” that suits the agenda behind the Bilderberg Group since their ultimate
control weapon is the microchipping of all people on earth – everything on earth
for the ultimate control grip where all and everything are caught in a MATRIX of
controlled frequencies and vibrations. By implanting a microchip in every person
you can direct and control a human being like a robot. Do not fear – be aware.
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But what else are we talking about here? What is it that you cannot hear?
We are very sad to say what we are going to say now since most people are
really already being manipulated and deeply touched by these silens weapons
for the quiet war against the human psyche.
The weapons making the ”invisible” noise, damaging both the physical and the
psychological are the wireless technologies of today. Please study the brain- wave
model further up in this document and you will understand. The wireless society
serves a completely other agenda than communication for people – that is probably the least important no matter how perverted this might sound. The ”dear”
mobile phones are excellent in suppressing the consciousness connexion of
humanity together with the bombardement af pulsating microwaves from the
mobile towers, hotspots, Wi-FI systems in buildings, and especially the cordless
DECT phones even designed for wireless IP-telecommunication, etc.
If you doubt this or do not see it, please watch the movies ”Enemy of the State”
(1998) and ”Control Factor” (2003). Technologies in the first movie were real
and already 15 years old when the movie came out – that means 25 years now,
and the last movie is showing reality really as it is. But then again the majority of
people just say that it is a movie and laugh at you when you express the truth to
them. This often shows how easy it is to manipulate and create DIVERSION.
Can you hold it in your hands? How can you perceive somethings which is totally
out of the normal 5 sense reality? We have been conditioned in a way that makes
it almost impossible for people to believe or even investigate these things that are
obvious and have been for decades. As the genius Nikola Tesla said, it is all about
”energy, frequency and vibration if you wish to understand the secrets of the
Universe”... ..and as the Russian Nobel Prize Winner Albert-Szent Gyorgi said:
”Science is to see what everyone else has seen and to think what no one else
has thought”.
It is tough to understand what is really attacking and subdueing you and
especially when you cannot see it and scientific institutions and authorities tell
the same official story. The ”game” is about keeping humanity as a herd where
the few controls and dictates the many. It is all about control of ENERGY on all
levels – oil, electricity, water, ground, air, food and human energy which is the
very most important to control and disconnexion when you wish to suppress and
hold people in a grip where they cannot or will not realize what is going on.
If people could see the pulsating microwaves and the pollution (electrosmog) from
the wireless society then would immediately choose otherwise since this would at
once make people believe that this cannot be ”sound” – but it has to do with
sound or rather noise – the silent noise you cannot hear with your outer ear but
what every nerve cell and organism inside your hear all the time.
The Human Project strongly recommend that you get a microwave sound detector that translates the invisible to the visible noise thereby making you see the
connexion between different kinds of equipment and thereby being more aware
and wishfully becoming conscious about what this is really all about.
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Get the detector with discount through The Human Project www.bevolution.org!!!
The public might instinctively feel that something is wrong, but because of the
techinical nature of the silent weapon, they cannot express their feeling in a
rational way, or handle the problem with intelligence. Therefore, they do not know
how to cry for help, and do not know how to associate with others to defend
themselves against it.
The Human Project: One of the first things which the wireless society and the
mobile phones disconnect is the ability to COHERENT THINKING. It is quite practical if you wish to suppress people and keep them ignorant about the real world
and what is really going on. What we are experiencing all over the planet is that
people turn into zombies or consuming sheep who are more og less in resistance
most of the time and spend much of their wakening hours doing things of no big
importance – mostly entertainment.
Depression is rising and people seem to be very sad and apathetic without much
hope and love in their eyes in general. The majority seem to be disconnected
from the purpose and meaning of Life and follow the rest of the herd without
asking really questions inwardly to themselves to find out from within whether
they are on or off track?
People are in general not super enthusiastic and optimistic and wish to contribute
and make a difference for the good of all and everyone. People have become
more and more egoistic meaning that fear (dualism) is their ”control factor”
because when being disconnected from Spirit/Soul what is also known as
suffering from ”Switching of the Brain”, theu loose ability to be in contact with
their deeper feelings and their intuition, and with no coherent thinking and close
contact between stomach, heart and brain common sense is rarity.
By studying the brain wave model further up in this document it is easy to see
that we are been held (suppressed) in the beta state by the wireless technologies meaning that we keep thinking, worrying, complaining, talking, talking and
say very little, and the most important thing – we act less and less, since we are
disconnected from the Now and thereby from the stillness of mind, and since all
things of real worth come from within, the real worth is disappearing since people
are loosing inner contact with all the outer contact, and the wireless society and
the mobile phones especially is actually de-linking humanity fro Source, and thereby from the inner to the outer world. People get lost without inner connexion!!!
When a silent weapon is applied gradually, the public adjusts/adapts to its
presence and learns to tolerate its encroachment on their lives until the pressure
(psychological via economic) becomes too great and they crack up.
The Human Project: The word ”Control” spelled backwards in Danish means
”enough shit”, and humanity has gradually adjusted/adapted to control on all
levels and this is killing the Life force and enthusiasm. But you cannot adjust to
the pulsating microwaves in any way that will benefit your brain or organism that
is for sure and this is exactly why we are seeing an increase in neurological
diseases, stress, burn-out syndrome, headaches, children on Ritalin nerve medicine, etc. Yes, there are many reasons for many things but no product in the
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history of mankind has ever invaded and penetrated like the wireless society and
we are all being part of it whether we like or not – since it just pops up every
where, and when people resist and complain about it the huge propaganda
machine with officiel scientific reports and everything start without ever finding
anything out which speaks on the behalf of humanity. It just happens to be that
there exist so many results describing the reality about these issues that the
whole wireless society worldwide should be abandoned straight away if people
really got to know what is going on.
Therefore please watch the two interviews ”Mobile Phone Radiation: Is it safe or
not? That is the question” with the Swedish professor Olle Johansson, and the
second interview named ”Mobile Phone Radiation: Switching of the Brain” with
the German doctor Doepp, since both interviews reveal things that might start
some fast reflections since everything is obvious and it is impossible to watch
these two interviews without something touching you and your Life. Find both
interviews directly on Youtube channel – click her >> og through website here !!!
Therefore, the silent weapon is a type of biological warfare. It attacks the vitality,
options, and mobility of the individuals of a society by knowing, understanding,
manipulating, and attacking their sources of natural and social energy, and their
physical, mental, and emotional strengths and weaknesses.
The Human Project: Excuse us, please read the last paragraf one more time.
This is a clear-cut description of the agenda with the wireless society and the goal
behind persuading all people to disconnect their land-line and only use mobile
phones. The same marketing experts who raped humanity with smoking are now
the main advisers for the mobile telecommunication industry – do you hear the
alarm bells calling out loud now?
We are talking a silent war against humanity – it is the main war going on:
Vitality:
People are loosing vitality, energy and health.
Options:
People are being ”told” what to do on all levels more or less.
Mobility:
Though people have their mobile they are not very mobile (flexible)
Manipulation: The wireless society manipulates energy on all levels.
Attack:
The wireless society is disconnecting humanity from Spirit – who they
really are and therefore disconnected from the natural Source of
energy and when being disconnected they do not feel connected to
others too.
Physical:
The list of direct damaged from the wireless society is endless.
Mental:
The wireless society and mobile phones disconnect the mental
abilities, switches the brain, suppress people in thinking – out of Now
Emotional: Chaotic frequencies bring chaoic emotions (thoughts) – how come
people have become more and more vulnerable emotionally the more
they use the wireless technologies? If you wish to stay in balance
and keep optimum harmony between the brain hemispheres then it
is impossible when being jack-hammered with pulsating microwaves
24/7 for the majority. The solar plexus is being manipulated and
the limits of a person have to do with this. The wireless society
manipulates energy and actually ”possesses” people since the energy
is an astral sort of energy too. Please be aware Now + take action!
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